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Classifying Viruses

Na
Viruses are intracellular obligate parasites which contain nucleic acid—the information
they need to replicate but require hosts to provide the machinery to replicate.
[Ref1 Flint I/pg18/col1/P1/bullets1-3][Ref 5 Wang/pg1/P1/lns2-4]
This necessary blending of host−antigen parts poses a problem both for the immune
system and for therapy design. [Ref 2 Flint II/pg55/col1/P4/ln1-5;pg279/P2/ln3-5]
[Ref 3 Baden/pg1442/col1/P1/ln5-10] Furthermore, even if the host is able to
distinguish the virus as “not-self,” many viruses can encode countermeasures to the
host immune defenses.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg 55/col1/P4/ln1-7; p53/P3/lns1-5]
Classification
Viruses are largely grouped by genome – they can have either RNA or DNA genomes.
[Ref1 Flint I/pg18/col1/P1/bullet2] But they are also classified based on size,
symmetry, and presence of an envelope. [Ref 5 Wang/pg2/P2/ln7-8] [Ref 1 Flint
I/pg19/Fig 1.10]
These features can help determine clinically relevant factors about the virus – such as
mode of transmission. [Flint II/pg36/col1/P6/ln4-5][ Ref 5 Wang/pg13/P1/ln1-2]

RNA Viruses
All viral genomic polymerase is less stable than human polymerase, but RNA viruses,
which use RNA polymerase, are particularly error-prone and therefore very efficient at
mutating.
[Ref 5 Wang/pg 11/P4/ln1-3]
[Ref 6 Condra/ pg17/col1/p2/all]
This results in mutations and contributes to the development of new types of flu viruses
every year.
[Ref 5 Wang/pg 11/P4/ln1 and lns13-15]
RNA Retroviruses
Similarly, RNA retroviruses, which utilize both RNA polymerase and reverse
transcriptase to replicate, are so prone to mutation[Ref 6 Condra/ pg17/col1/p2/all]
[Ref 5 Wang/pg 11/P4/ln1-3] that it is estimated that there are 1016 HIV strains.
[Ref 1 Flint I/pg4/Box1.1/col3]
This propensity for mutation makes the production of consistently reliable vaccines and
antiviral therapy against viruses challenging.
[Ref 5 Wang/pg 19/P4/ln1-3; pg20/P1/lns2-5]
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg298/col1/P3/lns1-7]
DNA viruses
DNA viruses do mutate, but at a less frequent rate than RNA viruses. Their persistence
depends, in part, on ability to establish latent infections.
[Ref 5 Wang/pg14/P5/ln1-3]
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Evolution of Viruses

The evolution of viruses underscores the nature of the host−pathogen interaction.
Viruses mutate as a result of errors in replication, [Ref 6 Condra/pg17/col1/p4/lns1-5]
but also as a result of their interaction with their host or from treatment with antiviral
therapy. [Ref 6 Condra/pg17/col1/P4/lns6-10-P5/all]
As host populations grow and interact, the hosts actually select for viruses that take
advantage of this dynamism and host populations are affected, in turn, by these
pathogens.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg311/P1; pg 312/col2/P3]
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The main drivers of evolution are:
 Progeny
 Mutation
 Selection
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg 312/col2/P2/lns7-15]
Viruses have all of these factors on their side. [Ref 5 Wang/pg11/P3/ln1; pg19/P4/lns13] In a matter of hours, one virus-infected cell can yield thousands of infectious virions,
which exit that cell. [Ref 5 Wang/pg11/P3/lns2-3] Of those thousands, mutation can
occur from host−pathogen interaction or from inherent viral properties. [Ref 5
Wang/pg11/P3/lns3-4] [Ref 2 Flint II/pg312/col2/P2/lns7-15]
For example, during replication:
 RNA viruses make and estimated 1/10,000 or 1/100,000 errors per nucleotides
polymerized
 For DNA viruses, the error rate is about 300-fold lower
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg314/col1/P3/lns1-10 andP4]
[Ref 6 Condra/pg17/col1/P3/lns1-4]
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Selection

The host immune system is one of the first sites of selection. Any virus that survives has
been “selected for” to yield progeny.
 The large number of progeny produced are products of selection INSIDE the
host
 The survivors of that which can infect a new host are products of selection
OUTSIDE of the first host
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg 315/col1/P1/lns4-13]
This creates a population that is dynamic—yielding new genotypes and phenotypes and
extreme variation.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg140/col1/P3; pg 312/col1/P2/lns6-11; pg314/col1/P2] [Ref 6
Condra/pg17/col1/P5/lns1-5]
The error threshold is the balance between mutation and survival.
 If a virus makes too many mutations, it will not be effective (lethal mutagenesis)
 And if it cannot mutate, it cannot thrive in new environments
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg316/col2/P1]
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RNA viruses replicate near the threshold, and DNA viruses well below it—hence the
greater variety and number of RNA viruses.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg316/ col2/p1/lns14-16]
[Ref 5 Wang/pg11/P4/lns2-3]
Genetic Shift & Drift
In an immunocompetent person exposed to a virus, there will be selection for viral
mutants resistant to immune mediators [Ref 5 Wang/pg11/P4/ln9-10] like cytokines
and antibodies. Viruses resistant to cytotoxic T cells and antibodies are thusly created.



Drift occurs where this kind of diversity is created from immune response.
Antigenic shift occurs after recombination or reassortment.

[Ref 2 Flint II/pg317/col1/P1]
Clinical example: Influenza A virus. Reassorts and creates new strains. Influenza
pandemics are thought to be typically caused by reassortment with animal strain.
[Wang/pg11/P4/ln13-15] [Ref 2 Flint II/pg318/Box 10.4]
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Transmission

Release of infectious virus particles from an infected host is called shedding.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg34/col1/P2/lns1-3]
Transmission is the chain of infection maintained by spreading virus from one
susceptible host to another. [Ref 2 Flint II/pg36/col1/P5/lns1-3]
[Ref 5 Wang/pg13/lns1-3]
Most human viruses are spread human to human, but viral disease shared by animals
or insects are called zoonoses. [Ref 2 Flint II/pg36/col1/P5/lns19-21]
[Ref 5 Wang/pg13/P3/lns2-4]
The common transmission pathways are:


Respiratory



Sexual contact



Contact (lesions, saliva,
fomite)



Maternalneonatal



Contaminated Food



Germ line



Animal or insect
vector
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Blood



Body secretions (urine,
semen, breast milk)
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg35/col2/P4;pg36/col1/P2/lns1-3/P3/ln1 and col2/table 2.6]
[Ref 5 Wang/pg13/P1/lns2-3 and P3/ln1]
Envelope classification can help determine effectiveness at transmission:
 Enveloped viruses: sensitive to low pH—usually transmitted by aerosol,
secretions, or organ transplant
 Non-enveloped viruses: less sensitive to pH and can withstand drying,
detergents, and higher temperatures—usually transmitted by respiratory or
oral-fecal routes and can be acquired by fomites (contaminated objects)
[Ref 2 Flint II/ pg36/col1/P6/ln5-7 to col2/P1/ln1-5]
[Ref 5 Wang/ pg2/P2/ln7-8]

The effect of transmission
R0—is the average number of secondary infections evolving from one infected host.
Not all people (hosts) spread diseases effectively. A few years ago, severe acute
respiratory syndrome (SARS) was effectively spread by one man. This is an example of
a large R0 value for that one person and for that particular disease.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg312/col1/P1]
Host susceptibility
Resistance to infection is highly variable. Persistence of the infection in a population
depends upon the number of susceptible—and therefore infective—persons in that
population and then subsequent immunization—or self-inoculation against that same
virus.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg48/col1/P1]
Some major determinants of host susceptibility are:
 Immune defenses
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg48/col1/P2]
 Age
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg48/col2/P4]


Genetic determinants, eg:
o CCR5 chemokine gene protects against HIV, but actually increases
susceptibility to West Nile virus
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg48/col2/P1/lns5-12]
o 2 mutations have been found which predispose patients to HSVcaused encephalitis
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg48/ col 2/P2/lns1-4]
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Virulence—or the capacity of an infection to cause disease—can be measured, [Ref 2
Flint II/pg40/col1/P2/lns1-5] interestingly, with similar parameters as drug safety is
measured in pharmacokinetics. Where the amount of virus that causes death or
disease in 50% of the animals—or LD50 (lethal dose, also referred to as the 50%
infection dose, or ID50). Other virulence measures are time to death, time to
appearance of symptoms, or severity of symptoms. Virulence is related to
transmissibility.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg40/col2/P2; pg41/col1/p1]
Amount of virus in a person can be measured by viral load—or amount of virus in the
blood. [Ref 5 Wang/pg19/P2/lns5-6]
There are a few quantitative assays, including nucleic acid testing, which are useful for
determining both genotype of the virus and amount present.
[Ref 5 Wang/pg19/P2/lns6-8]
[Ref 7 McAdam/pg22-9/col2/P3/lns1-7]
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Viruses Can Modify Host Immune Defenses

Virulence is the capacity of a virus to cause disease in an infected host. One strategy
for virulence is producing genes which confuse or modulate the host immune system.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg40/col1/P2; pg61/col1/P2]
[Ref 8 Finlay/pg767/col1/P1/ln9-12]
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Proteins that mimic the immune system:
 Virokines—secreted proteins that mimic cytokines, growth factors, or similar
extracellular messengers/regulators. These are functional antagonists to
normal cytokines—they will bind to the cell and interrupt immune signaling

[Ref 2 Flint II/pg61/col1/P2] [Ref 8 Finlay/pg768/Table1/row(1);
pg770/col1/P2/ln12-18]


Viroceptors—homologs of host cell receptors or cell-surface immune
molecules.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg61/col1/P2]
[Ref 8 Finlay/pg768/Table1/row(1)]
Proteins that modulate the immune system:
 Proteins that promote cell survival or inhibit apoptosis so that progeny viruses
can mature and escape from the infected cell
 Proteins that inhibit the host interferon response
 Proteins that downregulate host inflammatory or immune responses
[Ref 5 Wang/p1/lns5-10]
[Ref 8 Finlay/pg768/Table1; pg770/Rows (5) – (9)]
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Herpes viruses – Special Clinical Considerations

Human herpes viruses are able to infect a wide range of cells, from neurons to
hematopoietic cells, but their outstanding feature is their ability to establish chronic,
latent infections.
[Ref 5 Wang/pg14/P5/ln9-10]
[ref 11 Butel/pg 1/P1/lns3-6]
Latent infections have two important characteristics:
 Viral genomes are poorly recognized by the immune system
[Ref 5 Wang/pg14/P5/lns11-12]
 Viral genomes persist intact, awaiting an opportunity to reactivate
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg150/col1/P3]
This yields the property of stability and is an example of a well-adapted pathogen.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg150/ col2/P3/ln9]
Latency of herpes simplex virus (HSV) infection has some interesting, and even
contradictory, aspects.
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Reactivation takes place in an “immune” individual who is at the same time an
infectious individual. This person has antibodies to the virus, but the immune
system is slower than the viral replication. [Ref 2 Flint II pg 155/col2/P1/lns3-9]



In animal models, where vaccination has stimulated ample antibodies to the
virus, latency persists in part because of the location of the infection. Because
neurons and epithelial tissues are so close - virus particles can circulate
between them without antibody detection. [Ref 2 Flint II pg 155/col1/P2/all]

Another arrow in their quiver is that herpesviruses are proficient at thwarting immune
surveillance. Some of the mechanisms that support that evasion are:




HSV and VZV replicate in the layers of the squamous epithelium not routinely
visited by immune system cells [Ref 5 Wang/ pg14/P5/lns14-16] [Ref 10
Ahmad/pg8/P2/lns6-9]
HSV and CMV can encode proteins that coat them so they are not recognized by
lymphocytes [Ref 9 Levinson DNA /pg11/p7]



Some can downregulate immune responses

[Ref 5 Wang/ pg14/P5/lns17-19] [Ref 9 Levinson DNA /pg11/P7]

In the immunocompromised, herpesvirus reactivations can be devastating and lifethreatening.
[Ref 9 Levinson dna/pg9/p7/lns2-4;pg10/P3/lns3-4; pg7/clinical findings
#7;pg11/P1/lns2-4]
[Ref 11 Butel/pg 1/ p1/lns3-6;pg9/P6]
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HSV is used here as a model of latent reactivation.
HSV becomes nonreplicating because transcription factors for viral gene expression
dock in the cytoplasm in neurons.
[Ref 5 Wang/pg9/P3/lns4-5] [Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg7/P2/lns4-7]
 Cellular stressors can cause these transcription factors to exit the cytoplasm
and:
o Gain entry into the nucleus
o Activate viral gene expression
o Initiate replication

[Ref 5 Wang/pg9/P3/lns6-8][ Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg7/P2/lns4-7]
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Latent Herpes viruses—Where They Persist

Virus
HSV-1 & -2

Site of persistence
Sensory and autonomic
ganglia
[Ref 2 Flint

Immune response
 Cell-mediated
immunity required for
infection resolution

II/pg365/disease
mechanisms & Fig 8]

VZV

Cranial nerve and dorsal
root ganglia
[Ref 2 Flint II/
pg368/disease
mechanisms & Fig11]

CMV

Kidneys, salivary gland
And possibly in:
Lymphocytes,
macrophages, stem cells,
stromal cells
[Ref 2 Flint II/
pg366/disease
mechanisms & Fig 9]

EBV

B cells, nasopharyngeal
epithelia
[Ref 2 Flint II/
pg367/disease
mechanisms & Fig 10]

HHV-6

Macrophages, CD34 bone
marrow progenitor
[Ref 2 Flint II/
pg366/disease
mechanisms & Fig 9]



Also contributes to
symptoms
 Virus spreads cell to
cell
[Ref 2 Flint
II/pg365/disease
mechanisms & Fig 8]
 Cell-mediated
immunity required for
infection resolution
 Also contributes to
symptoms
 Initially spreads by
viremia to skin
[Ref 2 Flint II/
pg368/disease
mechanisms & Fig11]
 Cell-mediated
immunity required for
infection resolution
 Symptoms usually
subclinical; therefore,
not attributable to
immune response
[Ref 2 Flint II/ pg366/disease
mechanisms & Fig 9]


T cells are required to
control infection
 T cells contribute to
symptoms of
infectious
mononucleosis
[Ref 2 Flint II/ pg367/disease
mechanisms & Fig 10]




Cell-mediated
immunity required for
infection resolution
Symptoms usually
subclinical; therefore,
not attributable to
immune response; or

appears as roseola
[Ref 2 Flint II/ pg366/disease
mechanisms & Fig 9]
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Herpes viruses, chronic infection and oncogenesis

Persistent viral infection is estimated to be the root cause of as many as 20% of human
malignancies and for some, such as liver cancer, they are the major cause.
[Ref 1 Flint I/pg4/col1/P2/ln14-17]
[Ref 5 Wang/pg15/P2/ln1; P3/lns1-3]
In general, oncogenic viruses share these characteristics:
 Ability to transform a cell and infection of a single cell is enough to cause
transformation
 All or part of the viral genome persists in the host—usually in the transformed cell
 Continuous expression of the viral genes
 Transformed cells do not need to produce infectious progeny
 Alteration of cell proliferation
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg212/col1/P1]
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Specific examples of DNA class oncogenic viruses include:


EBV infects B cells and can cause aberrant B-lymphocyte growth.
o A strong cell immune response to the antigenic EBV latent-infection is
thought to prevent this growth.
o In immunosuppressed persons EBV-induced B-cell malignancies can emerge
[Ref 5 Wang/pg15/P6/all][Ref 10 Ahmad/pg27/P4/lns1-2and10-13]


Human papillomaviruses (HPVs) establish latent infection and persist in cervical cells.
Certain HPV strains block cell death and facilitate unregulated cell proliferation, and
in some cases lead to chromosomal change and cervical carcinoma
[Ref 5 Wang/ pg14/P5/ln6;pg15/ P1/lns4-6 and P4/lns5-9]


HBV is thought to have a more direct role in carcinoma. Most hepatocellular

carcinoma is thought to be caused in part by the immune responses to chronic
hepatitis infection
[Ref 5 Wang/pg15/P3/lns1-3]
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Herpes Epidemiology in the general population

na
(n.b. this first epidemiology of herpes section is a direct lift from the speaker deck & ipad)
Herpes Simplex Viruses (HSV)
 In the US, the HSV-1 antibody is found in approximately 60% to 70% of adults
 Rates of antibody detection of HSV-2 are lower—approximately 15% to 30% of
sexually active adults in Western industrialized countries—but it is estimated that
there are one million new cases of HSV-2 per year
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg6/P10/ln2-pg7/P1/ln1]
[Ref 10Ahmad/pg7/P3/lns4-7;pg8/P1/ln2-3]
 This is suspected to be in part due to the fact that viral shedding, and therefore

transmission, is possible even if there are no clinical symptoms present
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg6/P9/lns4-5]
[Ref 10Ahmad/pg8/P1/lns6-7]
Varicella-Zoster Virus (VZV)
 Almost 90% of the US population is infected with varicella (chicken pox) by age 10
years
 Shingles (zoster) usually occurs as the reactivation of latent virus
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg9/P3 andP6/ln1-2]
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg16/P2/lns3-6]
Cytomegalovirus (CMV)
 CMV is ubiquitous—in developed countries, at least 50% of adults have the
antibody
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg6/P9/lns4-5]
[Ref 10Ahmad/pg22/P2/ln1]
 It has a high rate of congenital infection and contributes to congenital abnormalities
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg6/P9/lns1-2]
[Ref 10Ahmad/pg24/P1/lns1-3]
Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV)
 Worldwide, 90% to 95% of adults are seropositive for EBV—and many of those have
had infectious mononucleosis
 Secondary attack rates of infectious mononucleosis are low (less than 10%) because
most family or household contacts already have antibody to the agent, and it
usually takes repeated, close exposure to transmit
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg14/6/ln1]
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg26/P3/ln4-5]
Human Herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6)
 This virus replicates in lymphoid tissue and almost all of the population has
antibody to this virus by the age of 5 years
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg32/P1lns1-3 and P2]
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Herpes Prevalence and disease in SOT patients

na
Overview
The first month after solid organ transplant (SOT) HSV-seropositive transplant recipients are at
highest risk for reactivation of the virus. [Ref 12 Seale/pg 3435/col2/P2/ln1-5;
pg3437/col1/P2/]Other viral infections typically occur in the middle period—which is 1 to 6
months after SOT, when impairment in cell-mediated immunity is most intense.[Ref 13 Finberg
Finberg/pg15/P2/ln4-7][Ref 14 Rubin/ pg406/col2/P4/lns1-3] CMV disease is most common
during this period. [Ref 14 Rubin/pg406/col2/P4 and Fig 1][Ref 13 Finberg/pg19/P2/lns1-3]
During the “late period,” which begins more than 6 months after SOT, latent viral infections
continue to be a threat. [Ref 13 Finberg/pg16/Table132-5/Column3]
POST-SOT HERPESVIRUS INFECTION TIMING, INCIDENCE AND DISEASE MANIFESTATION
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Infection Timing
HSV-1 & -2
(HHV-1 & -2)
Most common first 2
months after SOT, but
can occur in middle
period
[Ref 12 Seale/pg
3435/col2/P2/ln1-5;
pg3437/col1/P2/]

VZV (HHV-3)
Enduring, but the
Most common in
middle and late
periods
[Ref 16
Gourishanker/pg108/
col1/P3/lns1-6;
pg111/Table2/Row3]
and col1/P2/lns5-7 ]

Incidence

Disease Manifestation

Incidence varies with serostatus
and prophylaxis. Estimates are
from 24% to greater than 50%
[Ref 12 Seale/pg 3435/col1/P1;
pg3437/col1/P2/]
[Ref 15
Lowance/pg1466/col2/P2/lns610]

Oral, genital lesions which may
have be severe and have
prolonged shedding
[Ref 14 Rubin/pg408/col2/P3]
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg7/P2/lns6-7]

Depending on the organ, 7%15% incidence rate – with a
mean incidence of 8.6%, has
been seen.
[Ref 16 Gourishanker/
pg110/Table2/Row3 and
col1/P2/lns1-3 ]

Single or multiple dermatomal
skin lesions with possible
dissemination, post-herpetic
neuralgia
[Ref 16 Gourishanker/
pg108/col2/P1/lns4-6 and
P2/lns1-2]
Primary varicella (in
nonimmune
patients) may be severe [Ref 13

Finberg/pg19/P2/lns23-26]
[Ref 14
Rubin/pg408/col2/P4/lns4-8]

EBV (HHV-4)
Median time is 6
weeks posttransplant;
most common at 2-3
months; but can
endure much longer
[Ref 17
Allen/S87/col2/P5;
S88/col1/p1/lns3-6]

Depends on serostatus:




<1% in patients who are
seropositive before
transplant
Can occur in 20%
patients who are
seronegative before
transplant.

[Ref 18 Green/pg103/
col2/P2/ln1-7]

CMV (HHV-5)
Most common 1-6
months post SOT; but
can be enduring
[Ref 14
Rubin/pg406/col2/P4
and Fig
1;pg407/col2/P4/lns49]

Cytomegalovirus is an
ubiquitous post-SOT viral
pathogen
[Ref 19
Razonable/pg77/col2/P4/lns15]
[Ref 14 Rubin/pg406/P4/lns68; pg407/col2/P4]

PTLD – which may present with
a wide range of symptoms
[Ref 17 Allen/S88 Table 2]
EBV associated PTLD is a
serious complication and
associated with high mortality
rates
[Ref 17 AllenS87/col1/P1/lns14] [Ref 18
Green/pg103/col1/P1/ln4-6 ]
Infectious mononucleosis (eg,
fever, pharyngitis,
organomegaly) Associated with
specific organ diseases such as
hepatitis, pneumonitis
[Ref 17 Allen/S88/col1/P3col2/P1]
Presentation can range from
asymptomatic or mild viral
syndrome to
[Ref 15
Lowance/pg1462/col2/P2/lns12] [Ref 14
Rubin/pg408/col1/P2]
Organ-invasive disease which
includes hepatitis,
pneumonitis,
retinitis, and GI disease
[Ref 15
Lowance/pg1462/col2/P2/lns34]
[Ref 19/Razonable/pg79/Table
1] [Ref 14
Rubin/pg408/col1/P2]

Indirect effects of CMV include
a higher risk of allograft
rejection, other opportunistic
infections such as invasive
fungal and bacterial diseases
and EBV-PTLD
[Ref 19 Razonable/
pg77/col2/P5]
[Ref 15 Lowance/
pg1462/col2/P2/lns4-9]
[Ref 20 Fishman/pg1747/Table
2]
HHV-6

Diagnostic limitations have not
yet provided precise numbers,
so estimates range from 2055%
[Ref 21 Razonable HHV-6 in
SOT/pgS97/col2/P1/ln1-6

Overt clinical disease which can
be directly attributed to HHV-6
is seen in <1% of SOT recipients
[Ref 21 Razonable HHV-6 in
SOT/pgS97/col2/P2/ln3-4]

HHV=Human herpesvirus

May contribute to graft
rejection and also present as
clinical illness such as
pneumonia
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg32/P4]
HHV-6 is associated with
complications in other diseases
such as CMV or fungal infection
[Ref 21 Razonable HHV-6 in
SOT/pgS97/col2/P3/lns1-6]
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The Immune System Response to Viral Infection

na
Innate & Acquired Response to Viruses
Viruses are quite simply everywhere. We eat, breathe and touch billions of them every
day and they can infect any living cell.
[Ref 1/Flint/pg3/P3-pg4/P2/ln 1-2; P3/ln1-4 & box 1.1]
However, despite their prevalence, there are hurdles for them to replicate and cause
infection. Physical barriers such as the outer layer of skin, mucosal secretions and other
cleansing mechanisms (eg, tears) provide an initial hurdle.
[Ref 5 Wang/pg16/P4/lns1-3]
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg54/col1/Table 3.1 and P2]
Once inside the body, the pathogen is met with intrinsic cellular defenses and if those
fail, immune systems are deployed.
[Ref 5 Wang/pg16/P4/lns3-4and5-9]
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg 54/col 1/table 3.1]
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An adage of virology is “what happens early dictates what happens late”—as during that
first hour of invasion there are several opportunities for the host to bat away the
infectious virion—so if an infection does take root, it may say something about the
strength of the infectivity of that virus.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg54/col2/P2/lns3-10]
The adaptive response is a relatively slow one, so the innate response is the primary
response for the first several days of infection. [Ref 5 Wang/pg16/P5/lns1-3] Viral
genomes encode products that can modulate every step of the innate response—so
infection really can be an arms race.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg53/P2/ln7-12]
The basic steps of the immune response to an initial infection are:
Innate
1. Amplification of lymphocytes (including natural killer, or NK, cells) and proinflammatory cytokines
o Local cytokines are released when a cell detects attack
o If viral replication persists, local cytokine release induces global cytokine
release

[Ref 2 Flint II/ pg 59/col1/P3/lns1-9] [Ref 5 Wang/pg16/ lns3-4]
o The first cytokines to appear in large concentration are interferon (IFN)alpha, IFN-beta, followed by tumor necrosis factor(TNF)-alpha,
interleukin (IL)-6, IL-12 and IFN- gamma
[Ref 2 Flint II/ pg 59/col 2/P2/lns11-14]
o This systemic cytokine release also has effects on the host nervous and
cardiovascular system cells causing:
 Somnolence
 Lethargy
 Myalgia
 Anorexia
 Nausea
[Ref 2 Flint II/ pg 59/col2/P2/lns1-10]
 Inflammation
[Ref 2 Flint II/ pg97/col1/P3/lns1-7]
[Ref 5 Wang/pg17/P3]
o

Interferons (IFN) are induced in response to various factors in the
replication cycle
 INFs interfere with the replication cycle of the virus
[Ref 5Wang/pg16/P4/lns3-4and5-9] [Ref 2 Flint II/pg63/col2/P2]
 Cells that respond to IFN and are then unable to support the
viral replication are said to be in an antiviral state
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg63/col2/P2]
 IFN is toxic to the virus, but also to the host cell; therefore, the
production of large quantities of IFN results in the flu-like
symptoms of fever, chills, nausea, and malaise
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg63/col2/P5-pg64/col1/P1]
o

Apoptosis, or cell suicide, is also an effective strategy at hindering
infection
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg 72/col1/P2]
Adaptive or cell-mediated:
2. Infection clearance by helper T cells and cytotoxic T cells and possibly pathogenspecific antibodies
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg 54/col1/table 3.1 Third section] [Ref 5 Wang/pg16/P5]
3. Production and maintenance of memory T and B cells
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg 54/col1/table 3.1 Third section]
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Herpes virus responses to the Immune System

Example Herpes virus responses to Host Immune Defenses
T-cell/Cytokine response:
 EBV encodes a protein that represses a type of CD4+ T cells—called Th cells—
keeping the B cell alive to prolong infection and promote cell immortality
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg 106/col2/P4]
Interferon response:
 EBV can inhibit IFN synthesis
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg71/table 3.9]
 HSV can block the functioning of IFN-induced proteins
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg71/table 3.9; pg72/box 3.9/col1]
 HSV and VZV are both only marginally sensitive to IFN in cultured cells but IFN
plays a role in clinical infection—the exact reasons are not yet clear
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg71/table 3.9; pg72/box 3.9/col2]
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Apoptosis response:
 Some herpesviruses not only inhibit apoptosis, but have genes which
maintain mitochondrial function, so the host cell is kept alive to facilitate
replication
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg74/col2/P3; pg77/Table3.10]
[Ref 5 Wang/ pg13/P2/lns2-6]
NK cell response:
 CMV produces a protein that makes the cell appear normal to the NK cell—so
the CMV-infected cell is left alone by the NK cell
 CMV and other Human herpesviruses encode as many as 7 gene products to
alter NK response
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg92/col2/P2/lns9-12]
[Ref 5 Wang/pg14/P5/lns17-19]
[Ref 9 Levinson dna/pg11/P7 – pg12/P1-2]
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Immunopathology

In many infections, the disease is often a consequence of the host immune system.
Clinical symptoms of viral disease (fever, inflammation, aches, pains, nausea) can be
a consequence of the host response to infection.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg121/col2/P1]
[Ref 5 Wang/pg17/P3/lns1-2]
This can be seen poignantly in a mouse model of lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus
(LCMV) infection. The immune system response is so total, it is 100% fatal. But
when the mouse immune system was suppressed, the CD8+ T cells—which were
the cause of death—were unable to kill the mice.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg121/col2/P2 – pg122/col1/P1 and Box4.8]
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Clinical Example:
 Herpes stromal keratitis (infection of the eye which can cause blindness) is
almost entirely an immunopathological condition caused by CD4+ cells
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg123/col1/P2/lns1-3and7-9] [Ref 22
Sarangi/pg11128/col1/P1/lns11-13 and abstract lns1-3;pg11130/col1/P1/lns3-14]
 The virus replicates in the corneal epithelium, the immune cells come to the
site but do not get directly to the cornea. The immune cells recognize the
underlying stromal cells and remain trapped there
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg123/col1/P2/lns9-12]
[Ref 22 Sarangi/pg11129/col2/P6/ln1-3;pg11132/col1/P3/lns1-5]
 The cytokines attack the stromal cells, which then leads to impaired vision
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg123/col1/P2/lns12-19] [Ref 22 Sarangi/pg11134/col2/P1/lns1-6]


Of note, the cytokines do not make it to the site until replication of the virus
is done
[Ref 22 Sarangi/pg11128/col1/P1/lns8-10]
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Immune Suppression & Herpes

((note to reviewer, this is direct from speaker deck)
Below are the typical responses needed against herpesviruses and a few possible
clinical complications in immunosuppression:
Herpes Simplex Virus 1 & 2 (HSV-1 & -2)
 The immune system mounts antibody defense to HSV, which may limit
early spread of virus and prevent reinfection
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg7/P4/lns2-3]
 In immunosuppressed patients reactivation may be present with
persistence of lesions and prolonged shedding
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg7/P2/lns6-7]
 Moreover, while HSV is typically associated only with its characteristic
sores and lesions, it can have other complications:
o If transferred to the eye, herpetic corneal and conjunctival
infection can cause blindness.
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg7/P2/ln3-5; pg11/P2-3]
[Ref 9 Levinson dna/pg7/P4/Clinical Findings 3]
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Varicella-Zoster Virus (VZV)
 As with HSV, circulating antibodies prevent reinfection, and cellmediated immunity appears to control reactivation
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg10/P1] [Ref 10 Ahmad/pg12/P2/lns1-3;pg17/P2/lns1-3]
o Therefore, both primary and reactivation diseases are especially
severe and more frequent in immunocompromised persons
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg17/P2/lns3-6]
 Immunocompromised children may develop progressive varicella, which
has an estimated mortality rate of 20%
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg18/P1]
 Interestingly, marked decline in immunity to VZV also occurs at the age
of 50 years, independent of decline in cellular immunity
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg17/P3/lns3-4]
Cytomegalovirus (CMV)
 CMV is not usually symptomatic in persons older than 5 years old, and in
immunocompetent persons antibodies seem to prevent reactivation
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg11/P6/ln2; pg12/P2/lns1-3]



In infants, the picture is a bit more complex:
o It has a high rate of congenital infection—1% of all infants in the
US—and most of these infections are also asymptomatic, but up
to 20% may have neurologic impairment
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg24/P2/lns1-6]
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg12/P3/lns1-2]
o Interestingly, neonatal infection does not have this evident
neurological adverse outcome. In fact, almost all perinatally
infected infants have no discernible illness unless the infant is
premature or immunocompromised
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg24/P2/ln1-6] ]
 In immunocompromised patients, both primary infection and
reactivation are much more likely to be symptomatic
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg12/P4/lns2-6]
o Because CMV infects monocytes, it may increase predisposition
to fungal and bacterial superinfection in these patients
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg23/P5/lns3-6]
Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV)
 During acute infection, it can suppress cell-mediated immune responses
 EBV is similar to the other Human herpesviruses, but it infects Blymphocyte cells and encodes proteins associated with immortalization
of those cells
[Ref 10Ahmad/pg27/P3/lns12-and5-6; pg28/P1/ln1-2]
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg14/P1]
 Though rare, in the immunocompromised, EBV can cause
lymphoproliferative disease (LPTD)
[Ref 10Ahmad/pg28/P1/ln6-8;pg27/P4/ln10-14]
[Ref 9Levinson DNA/pg15/P5/ln1-2]
 There is great interest in researching EBV given its role in malignant
disease, including Burkitt lymphoma and nasopharyngeal carcinoma
[Ref 10Ahmad/pg26/P2] [Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg15/P4/lns1-2]
Human Herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6)
 This virus replicates in lymphoid tissue and almost all of the population
has antibody to this virus by the age of 5 years
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg31/P4/ln1-pg32/P1-2]
 HHV-6 appears to reactivate in transplant recipients
 It may contribute to graft rejection and illnesses such as
meningoencephalitis, pneumonia, and bone marrow suppression after
bone marrow transplantation
 The clinical significance is unknown, but it also reactivates in other
immunocompromised patients, including those with AIDS, lymphoma,

and leukemia
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg32/P4]
[Ref 20 Razonable HHV in SOT/pgS98/P3/lns1-6]
The exact mechanisms of reactivation for all Human herpesviruses are not
known, but an illustration of reactivation of latent HSV can be seen here.
[hyperlink to 1.7.1 ]
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HSV Infectious Cycle

Below is an overview of the HSV cycle, used a model for Herpes Viruses
replication:


The virus gains entry into the cell via a receptor such as a fibroblast
growth receptor. [Ref 4 Levinson replication/pg6/P1/lns6-7] This initial
step determines host range. [Ref 4 Levinson replication/pg6/P1/lns1-2]



Once in the cell, Human herpesviruses make their way to the nucleus,
uncoat their capsid, and maneuver their DNA into the host cell nucleus
[Ref 5 Wang/pg9/P2/lns3-7] [Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg6/P5/lns2-4]



They begin transcription and early translation of viral mRNA. [Ref 5
Wang/pg9/P4/lns1-2]HSV synthesizes proteins at this phase which are
uniquely viral and are antiviral targets—DNA polymerase and thymidine
kinase [Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg6/P5/lns6-9]



Viral DNA synthesis occurs and late-stage proteins are synthesized. [Ref
5 Wang/pg9/P4/lns6-7] Some of these proteins are used for assembly
and or to exit the cell [Ref 5 Wang/pg9/P4/lns6-7]



Herpesviruses encoat themselves with the nucleus membrane from the
host nucleus to bud off and exit safely [Ref 5 Wang/pg11/P2/lns7-9]



To maximize the yield from this whole cycle, herpesviruses encode genes
keep the host cell alive longer to help increase the possible numbers of
progeny [Ref 5 Wang/pg13/P2/lns2-6]
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Viral Pathogenesis

Pathogenesis of viral infections comprises the relationship between the viral
replication cycle and the immune response, and is complex and not always well
understood.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg29/P2/lns1-6]
However, the major determinants can be broken into 4 broad categories:


Interaction with target tissue—this encompasses access into a cell, as
well as possibility for viremia or other types of global spreading



Ability to kill host cells—from successful replication to altered cell
metabolism



Host response to infection—this covers initial response to acute
infection, as well as viral mechanisms to escape immune surveillance
and response



Immunopathology—reaction and sometimes overreaction of the
immune system to the pathogen
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[Ref 2 Flint II/pg30/col1/Table 2.1]
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Herpes Replication Time Course

Once assembled, a virus-infected cell can release hundreds to thousands of
infectious progeny at a rapid pace. [Ref 5 Wang/pg11/P3/ln1] [Ref 4 Levinson
replication/pg1/P1/lns1-3]
Replication is important to therapeutic intervention in part because antivirals
target the replicative phase. [Ref 5 Wang/pg19/P3/ln1]
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg280/Table 9.1] The timing of the viral replication cycle can
vary; the cycle is minutes for some bacterial viruses and hours for some human
viruses. [Ref 4 Levinson replication/pg1/P1/lns3-4]
The replication cycle for HSV can be around 18 hours, whereas for CMV it can
be 70 hours. [Ref 11 Butel/pg6/P3/ln1-2] These short time periods underscore
the need for expedient therapeutic intervention.

[Ref 3 Baden/pg1442/col1/P5/lns1-2; pgs 1443-1446/Table 1781/comments]
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Developing Antiviral Therapies

Antiviral therapies are used to stop an infection that has already started. Research has
been conducted for about 50 years, and yet, given the complexity of development, there
are not that many agents in the antiviral arsenal. The market is comprised chiefly of agents
against HIV and Human herpesviruses.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg279/P1/lns4-8]
[Ref 23 De Clercq current state/pg73/col1/P1-col2/P1]
Why are there so few?
 Part of the problem is that viruses are obligate parasites. Every step in the cycle
engages a host function- isolating antigen is therefore difficult and serious adverse

effects could result if the target lacks specificity.
[Ref 3/Baden/P1442/col1/P1/lns1-5]

[Ref 2 Flint II/pg279/P2/lns3-5]


Also inhibitory to research is that many viruses cannot be grown in culture (eg, HBV)
and, therefore, study of them is untenable or very limited

[Ref 2 Flint II/pg279/P2/lns9-12]


Furthermore, the drug has to be virtually 100% effective at blocking viral replication—
or it will select for resistance

[Ref 2 Flint II/pg279/P2/lns6-8]
[Ref 6 Condra/pg21/col2/P2/all and col3/P1/all and image]


Finally, there is the issue of time course. In short-term, acute infections (eg,
Rhinovirus)—by the time a person feels the symptoms of being ill, it is likely the virus
may be done replicating and administering therapy would not be useful.

[Ref 2 Flint II/pg279/P2 /lns14-18]

Pharmacokinetics
 Once all of the laboratory hurdles (finding a virus that can be grown in culture, tested
in animal models, dosed quickly enough to have impact on infection) have been
surmounted, the PK profile has to be assessed
o How can it be made to be bioavailable?
o Will it distribute to the target tissue?
o Will it stay in the body long enough to be effective?




[Ref 2 Flint II/pg281/col2/P3/lns7-10 – pg 282/col1/P1]
[Ref 23 De Clercq current state/pg88/col1/P4]
 PK math is crucial to antiviral development and is a considerable limiting factor in
many therapies making it to market.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg289/col1/P2]
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Vaccines

Vaccines are an important part of viral therapy intervention, and routine inoculation is
available for many virus types. [Ref 5 Wang/pg19/P5/lns1-5]
For Human herpesviruses, thus far, development has been limited:


A vaccine has been developed against VZV, which can be used in healthy children
older than 12 months, with a second inoculation at 4 to 6 years of age. It is also
being used in immunocompetent adults [Ref 5 Wang/pg19/P5/lns5-7] [Ref 10
Ahmad/pg20/P3/ln1-4]



Vaccines against HSV have been studied for years and there appears to be some
efficacy in a glycoprotein D vaccine in preventing initial HSV-2 outbreak. [Ref 10
Ahmad/pg15/P3/ln9-10]
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MOAs of Antiviral Therapies

Updated annoation
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Ref 5 Wang/pg17/P4/lns1-3
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Resistance

Resistance
 Viral mutation proficiency creates an ideal breeding ground for resistance
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg298/col1/P3/ln1-3]
 Drug has to be virtually 100% effective at blocking viral replication—or it will
select for resistance
[Ref 2 Flint II/ Flint II/pg279/P2/ln5-9; pg304/col2/P3 to pg305/col1/P1/ln1]
[Ref 6 Condra/pg21/col2/P2/all and col3/P1/all and image]
 Similarly, inadequate therapy will create resistant strains
o If the dose is too low and only provides partial inhibition, mutant virus in
the virus population will predominate, survive, and replicate
o Even if the dose is intermediate, this same mutation and resistance
pattern can occur
[Ref 2 Flint II/ pg305/col2/Fig 9.18 and text]
[Ref 6 Condra/pg20/col2/P4/lns5-15;pg21/col1/P1-2 and col3/P1 and image]
The optimal dose of any agent, as defined by the clinical research and pharmacokinetic
profile, should annihilate viral replication
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg305/col2/Fig 9.18 and text]
[Ref 6 Condra/pg21/col2/P2]
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Viral Load Testing

Timing of Antiviral Therapy Interventions
One of the main limitations on antivirals for most acute viruses is that by the time the
person knows he or she is infected, it’s too late for the medication to be curative. A further
complication to that is lack of testing reagents for accurate diagnostics.
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg279/P2-pg281/col1/P1]
Body Copy

However, for chronic or persistent infections there are a number of diagnostic tests
available.
[Ref 5 Wang/ pg17/P5/ln1]
Viral Load Testing & Laboratory Measurements
Detection of active viral infections by clinical symptoms can be complicated by:



Some, like Human herpesviruses, can replicate and shed without showing any
symptoms—so there is no indication that detection is necessary
[Ref 9 Levinson dna/pg2/Table37-1/row 1 and footnote; pg6/P9/lns4-5; pg7/Clinical
Findings/HSV1 number 1 and pg 8/HSV2 number 1; pg11/P6/ln1 ]


Immunocompromised persons who may not mount a defense to the infection, and
therefore may not demonstrate usual signs and symptoms of infection
[Ref 20 Fishman/pg1741/col1/P1/lns8-11]
A typical first step in viral detection is an antibody screen. [Ref 7 McAdam/pg22-7/Fig.
e22-2] Once a virus is detected, various tests can be done to assess the disease state and
then to monitor it going forward. A typical assay used for both of these evaluations is the
viral load assessment which is often referred to as “PCR test” (Polymerase Chain Reaction)
or as nucleic acid amplification. [Ref 7 McAdam/pg22-7/Fige22-2; pg22-9/col2/P3/lns17][Ref 25 Ray/pg6/p1/lns1-2]
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
Nucleic acid amplification (NAA) methods, such as PCR, are both sensitive and specific. [Ref
5 Wang/pg18/P7] [Ref 25 Ray/pg6/p1/lns1-2and4-5]
Only a small amount of viral genome is needed for detection, and PCR will only recognize
the section of genomic sequence indicated by the primers used. [Ref 5 Wang/pg18/P7pg19/P1/lns1-2] [Ref 25 Ray/pg6/p1/lns4-5]
The basic PCR technique leverages the normal replication tendency of nucleic acid.
Temperature is used to control replication. Amplification (from 1 million to 1 billion)
facilitates the ease of reading the results. Other NAA methods use the same principles.
[Ref 25 Ray /pg6/p1/lns7-10]
[Ref 7 McAdam/pg22-9/col1/P4/lns1-10]
A more detailed look at the process:
1. A tissue sample is taken; it contains several possible DNA sources, including the
pathogenic genome
2. This sample is usually purified to isolate DNA from all the other cellular
components
3. Primers, which flank a segment of the pathogen DNA segment, are added to the
sample, as well as special DNA polymerase, which can withstand high
temperatures
4. This combination is put in a thermocycler and subjected to many rounds of
temperature changes
5. When the samples are warm, the DNA denatures (separates), the primers find
their homologous sequence, and bind to the DNA
6. Utilizing the special DNA polymerase, the DNA replicates and doubles with each
temperature-controlled cycle
7. The DNA is then often detected using direct hybridization, agarose gel

electrophoresis, or other detection filters
[Ref 25 Ray/pg7/fig4-18 and P1;pg8/P1]
[Ref 7 McAdam/pg22-9/col1/P4/lns1-10]
The amplification power of the PCR offers a solution for the sensitivity problems inherent
in the direct application of probes in clinical specimens. As long as consistent primers are
always used, it also has specificity as it targets only the genome section indicated by the
primers.
[Ref 25 Ray/pg6/P1/ lns1-2and4-5] [Ref 5 Wang/pg18/P7]
•

Sensitivity is the likelihood that a test is positive when the disease is actually
present and therefore measures how well this test identifies patients who do have
the disease. A false negative result is the proportion of patients who with the
disease who had a negative result. It is expressed as False Negative = 1 –
sensitivity.
[ref 26 Mark/pg22/col2/P6/lns8-12 – pg23/col1/P1/lns1-2]
•

Specificity is the likelihood that a test is negative when the disease is not present.
The measurement reflected here is how accurately the test identifies patients
without disease. A false positive is the proportion of patients who do not have
disease but had a positive test. It is expressed as False Positive = 1 – specificity.

[ref 26 Mark/pg23/col1/P1/lns3-6]
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Using Pharmacokinetics in Clinical Practice

Clinical pharmacokinetics (PK) informs how to dose to the highest therapeutic
effect within the lowest toxicity levels and at the right time intervals. This is
called reaching the optimal therapeutic index (TI).
[Ref 27 Buxton/pg1/P1/ln 10-16;pg4/Fig2-6]
[Ref 28 Roden/pg2/P3/ln1-4]
The underlying tenet of PK is assessing drug concentration in the body at any
given time. There are 4 basic biological parameters that affect concentration
over a defined time course:
 Absorption
 Distribution
 Clearance
 Elimination
[Ref 27 Buxton/pg1/P1/lns1-2 and P2/lns1-6]
[Ref 28 Roden/pg3/P1]
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The definitions and timing of each of these can be clicked on in the PK graph
below:
Graphic from chapter 4 of video that illustrates the biology of PK + graph of
PK will be leveraged here and altered as necessary to fit the new medium —
it should be “clickable” or have roll over/hovering so the below definitions
can pop up:
Absorption/Bioavailability
 The fraction of drug absorbed into the systemic circulation
 Clinical implications
o Influences route of delivery (eg, oral vs IV)
o Influences timing of peak concentration
[Ref 27 Buxton/pg1/p2/ln1-2;pg14/P5/ln2-7]
[Ref 28 Roden/pg3/P3/ln3-6; pg4/P2]

Distribution
 Volume of distribution (Vd) =
amount of drug in the body

the concentration of drug (Cd) in the blood or plasma
[Ref 27 Buxton/ pg8/P1/ln1-2, eq. 2-10]
 Clinical implications
o Can effect time course of drug effects
[Ref 28 Roden/pg9/P4]
o Vd can vary widely, depending on:
 Affinity to receptor sites, plasma ,and tissue proteins;
accumulation in poorly perfused tissues; patient's age,
gender, body composition, and presence of disease
[Ref 27 Buxton/ pg8/P3]
Clearance
 Clearance refers to the efficiency of a body to remove drug from the
system
[Ref 27 Buxton/pg1/P2/lns4-5]


Clinical implications:
o Informs the rate of dosing
[Ref 27 Buxton/pg2/p2/lns3-4]
o Insufficient dosing with antivirals can breed resistant strains
[Ref 6 Condra/pg21/col2/P2 and col3/P1 and image]
Elimination
 Reduction of the amount of drug in the body over time
 Measured in half-life (t1/2)
[Ref 27 Buxton/pg1/p2/lns4-5]


Clinical implications
o Determinant in time required for drug to fall to near-zero
concentration after dosing
o Determinant in the time required for steady state long term
dosing
[Ref 28 Roden/pg8/P4/lns1-3]
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Antiviral Therapy Pharmacokinetics

Antiviral PK
Antiviral therapies target the initial assembly phase of viral infection,
but many clinical symptoms present only once replication is well
underway. [Ref 2 Flint II/pg279/P2/lns14-18]
This yields a narrow window of opportunity for maximally effective
therapeutic intervention. [Ref 3 Baden/pgs 1443-1446/Table 1781/comments]
Two important time periods in pharmacokinetics are:
 Lag period
 Clearance period
The lag period is the time before the onset of effect of the drug. This
occurs as the drug is being absorbed and distributed to its target sites.
[Ref 27 Buxton/pg4/ fig2-6;P1 ln1-3;pg16/P3]
Given the speed of viral replication, ideal dosing may take this lag into
consideration. [Ref 3 Baden/pgs 1443-1446/Table 178-1/comments]
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Of even greater importance is the clearance period
 Administering additional doses before enough drug has cleared
can lead to adverse effects
[Ref 27Buxton/pg4/P1/lns8-9 and 13-14]
 Dosing too late can allow the replicative cycle to restart or
continue
[Ref 6 Condra/pg21/col1/P1]
As with antibiotics, insufficient dosing with antivirals can lead to
resistance or simply ineffective treatment
[Ref 5 Wang/pg19/P4/lns3-5] [Ref 6 Condra/pg20/col2/P4/lns515;pg21/col2/P2]
Testing viral loads and drug concentration and utilizing clearance rates
are useful for optimal dosing strategies and monitoring therapy.
[Ref 3 Baden/P1442/col1/P2/lns6-12] [Ref 7 McAdam/pg229/col2/P3/lns1-7][Ref 27 Buxton/pg21/P4/lns13-21;pg22/P1 and
P2/lns1-2and5-7]
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Pharmacodynamics

Whereas pharmacokinetics offers a mathematical explanation of what a body
does to a drug, pharmacodynamics (PD) evaluates what the drug does to the
body.
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 PK quantifies the time course of drug concentration
 PD evaluates the time course and intensity of drug action or response
[Ref 28 Roden/pg1/P1/ln3-10]
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Summary

 Viruses are ubiquitous, and difficult to design strategies against
[Ref 1/Flint/pg3/P3/lns1-2] [Ref 2 Flint II/pg279/P2/lns8-9] [Ref 6
Baden/pg1442/col1/P5/ln1-2]
 Their replication process
o Is utilized in antiviral design

[Ref 5 Wang/pg19/P3/ln1] [Ref 2 Flint II/ pg 280 Table 9.1]
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o Requires fast action
[Ref 6 Baden/pg1442/col1/P5/ln5;pgs 1443-1446/Table 178-1/comments]
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg279/P2/lns14-18]
 Because they can be asymptomatic, herpesviruses present unique
problems in clinical diagnosis, especially in immunocompromised
persons

[Ref 9 Levinson dna/pg2/Table37-1/row 1 and footnote; pg6/P9/lns45; pg7/Clinical Findings/HSV1 number 1 and pg 8/HSV2 number 1;
pg11/P6/ln1] [Ref 10 Ahmad/pg8/P1/lns6-7;pg23/P5/ln1-2]
[Ref 20 Fishman/pg1741/col1/p1/lns8-11]


Herpesvirus treatment plans often incorporate the results from
laboratory testing, consider the patient’s immune status [Ref 6

Baden/pg1442/col1/P2/lns6-12 and P4/all and the utilize the PK
profiles of the appropriate agent used [Ref 27
Buxton/pg21/p4/lns13-26]
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Test Yourself

1) Interferon (IFN) induces an antiviral state in infected cells with IFN receptors and

is also:
a. capable of activating NK cells
b. potentially lethal to the cell
c. upregulate CD4+ cells
d. instrumental in creating antibodies
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg63/col2/P5-pg64/col1/P1]

2) Which viruses modulate the IFN response:
a. Herpes simplex virus
b. Epstein Barr Virus
c. All viruses can counter IFN response
d. Varicella-Zoster Virus
e. both a and b
f. both a and d
Body Copy

[Ref 2 Flint II/pg71/Table 3.9]

3) What is an example of molecular mimicry?
a) Chemokines
b) Virokines
c) IFN alpha
d) Reassortment
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg61/col1/P2]
[Ref 8 Finlay/pg768/Table1/row(1); pg770/col1/P2/ln12-18]

4) In order to maximize progeny, some viruses produce proteins which:
A. Lyse the host cell nuclear membrane
B. Inhibit apoptosis
C. Promote apoptosis
D. Inhibit the host interferon response
E. a and c
F. b and d

[Ref 5 Wang/p1/lns5-10]
[Ref 8 Finlay/pg768/Table1; pg770/Rows (5) – (9)]

5) Since herpesviruses have lipid envelopes they are protected from detergents and
more stable in dry conditions:
True
False
[Ref 2 Flint II/ pg36/col1/P6/ln5-7 to col2/P1/ln1-5]
[Ref 5 Wang/ pg2/P2/ln7-8]

6) The flu-like symptoms experienced in viral infection such as fever, chills and
nausea, are mainly attributed to:
a. Tissue damage
b. Viral replication
c. Interferon
d. Cytokine storm
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg63/col2/P5-pg64/col1/P1]

7.) Which one of the following statements is true regarding the interaction of
glycoproteins and host cell surfaces?
A. The interaction releases DNA polymerase to begin synthesis for viral replication
B. The interaction can be prevented by neutralizing antibodies to the virus
surface protein
C. The interaction causes host cell apoptosis
D. The type of glycoprotein determines whether the genome of a virus is infectious
[Ref 5 Wang/pg16/P5/ln10-11]
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg11/P3/ln1-3]
8) During the latent period of herpesvirus infections, the immune system:
A. Is quiescent against the pathogen until there is sign of reactivation
B. Maintains constant vigilance against reactivation
C. Is compromised
D. Produces more interferon than usual
[Ref 10 Ahmad/p10P2/lns2-3 and P2/lns6-7; pg16/lns2-3;pg17/P2/lns1-3;pg23/P5/n1
and lns3-6]

9.) There are frequent discussions about new formulations of the vaccine against
influenza A virus. Why?
A. Because mutations occur in the envelope proteins

B. The half-life of the vaccine is a few months
C. Because neuraminidase protein, a component of the vaccine, is unstable
E. The antibodies to influenza A are not persistent in the body
[Wang/pg11/P4/ln13-15] [Ref 2 Flint II/pg318/Box 10.4]

10.) Antiviral therapy that stops most of the viral replication will not yield resistant
viral strains.
True
False
[Ref 2 Flint II/ Flint II/pg279/P2/ln5-9; pg304/col2/P3 to pg305/col1/P1/ln1]
[Ref 6 Condra/pg21/col2/P2/all and col3/P1/all and image]

11.) Which one of the following is true about viral capsids?
A. Viruses acquire host membranes as their capsids
B. Capsids protect the viral genome helping to ensure transmission of infection
C. Capsids are 7 transmembrane proteins on viral cell surfaces
D. Capsids are lipid bilayer membranes containing glycoproteins
[Ref 5 Wang/pg13/P1/ln1-2]
12.) What is a way to diagnose viruses rapidly and specifically by looking at the
genetic material?
A. Plaque Assay
B. Polymerase Chain Reaction
C. Gram’s Staining
D. Immunofluorescent Staining
[Ref 25 Ray/pg6/p1/lns1-2]

13.) Antiviral therapies:
A. Target various steps in the replication cycle
B. Target only the final steps in replication – once the virus is assembled and can be
recognized
C. Are only effective once replication has stopped & all virions are released from
the host cell
D. Are only effective during viral replication & initial release from the host cell
E. both A and D
F. Both B and C
[Ref 5 Wang/pg19/P3/ln1] [Ref 2 Flint II/pg279/P2/lns14-18; pg 280 Table 9.1]
14.) In a herpesvirus, after the nucleocapsid gains entry into the host cell and is in
the cell cytoplasm

A. The viral nucleic acid is destroyed
B. The virus begins replicating in the cytoplasm
C. The nucleocapsid protein becomes thicker
D. The nucelocapsid travels to the host cell nucleus
[Ref 5 Wang pg9/P2/lns3-7]
15.) Which of the following virus always shows clinical symptoms after infection?
A. Herpes simplex 1
B. Cytomegalovirus
C. Herpes Simplex 2
D. None of the above
[Ref 9 Levinson dna/pg2/Table37-1/row 1 and footnote; pg6/P9/lns4-5;
pg7/Clinical Findings/HSV1 number 1 and pg 8/HSV2 number 1; pg11/P6/ln1 ]
16.) One reason that latent herpes simplex virus reactivation can produce lesions –
even though the body likely has antibodies to the virus – is because the immune
response may be slower than the viral replication.
True
False
[Ref 2 Flint II/ pg 155/col2/P1/lns3-9]
17.) RNA viruses have the same mutation rates as DNA viruses, with the exception
of RNA Retroviruses. This fact has been leveraged in antiviral therapies.
True
False
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg314/col1/P3/lns1-10 andP4]

18.) Volume of distribution is calculated with creatinine clearance
True
False
19) Enteric coating in oral formulations has the most direct effect on the rate of clearance
because it reduces it.
True
False
[Ref 28 Roden/pg4/P2/lns3-7]

19.) Clearance is
A. Dependent on the half-life
B. A function the efficiency of the organs extracting the drug

D. A function of the physiologic volume of blood and binding to target tissues
E. a and b.
[Ref 27 Buxton/pg1/P2/lns4-5]

20.) The volume of distribution is
A. Dependent on the value of clearance
B. The major determinant in time required for drug to fall to near-zero
concentration after dosing
C. A function the efficiency of the organs extracting the drug
D. A function of the physiologic volume of blood and binding to target tissues
[Ref 27 Buxton/pg8/P1/ln1-2 andP3/lns113]

21.) If drug concentration is plotted on the y axis versus time on the x axis, the
shape of the graph describing pharmacological effect is:
A. Linear and ascending
B. Hyperbolic
C. Linear and descending
D. Asymptotic
[Ref 27 Buxton/pg4/Fig 2-6]
22.) A major contribution to herpesviruses transmissibility:
A. High mutation rates make them hard to treat
B. Lack of clean needle use
C. Latency and asymptomatic shedding
D. Recombinant DNA
[Ref 5 Wang/pg13/p2/lns3-5]
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg6/P9/lns4-5]
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg8/P1/lns6-7]
22.) Most people have had the chicken pox, so primary varicella-zoster infection
post-transplant is rare, but not severe.
True
False
[Ref 13 Finberg/pg19/P2/lns23-26]
[Ref 14 Rubin/pg408/col2/P4/lns4-8]
23.) Persistent viral infection is estimated to be the root cause of this percentage of
human malignancies:
A. 5%
B. 10%

C. 20%
D. 30%
[Ref 1 Flint I/pg4/col1/P2/ln14-17]
[Ref 5 Wang/pg15/P2/ln1; P3/lns1-3]
24.) Less than 50% of the US adult population is seropositive for the which of the
following:
A. Herpes Simplex 1
B. Cytomegalovirus
C. Varicella-Zoster Virus
D. HHV-6
E. All of the above
F. None of the above
HSV
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg6/P10/ln2-pg7/P1/ln1] [Ref 10Ahmad/pg7/P3/lns47;pg8/P1/ln2-3]
Varicella-Zoster Virus (VZV)
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg9/P3 andP6/ln1-2][Ref 10 Ahmad/pg16/P2/lns3-6]
Cytomegalovirus (CMV)
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg6/P9/lns4-5] [Ref 10Ahmad/pg22/P2/ln1]
Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV)
[Ref 9 Levinson DNA/pg14/6/ln1] [Ref 10 Ahmad/pg26/P3/ln4-5]
Human Herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6)
[Ref 10 Ahmad/pg32/P1lns1-3 and P2]

25.) Herpesviruses can inhibit host cell apoptosis, keeping the cell alive to facilitate high
yield of its progeny
True
False
[Ref 2 Flint II/pg74/col2/P3; pg 77/Table3.10]
[Ref 5 Wang/ pg13/P2/lns2-6]
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